UPDATE YOUR
SHOWER

GROHE VITALIO JOY SHOWER SYSTEMS

GROHE
VITALIO JOY 310 & 260
With GROHE Vitalio Joy shower systems it’s never been easier to update your
bathroom. Designed to be both quick and simple to install, the Vitalio Joy range is
perfect for today’s streamlined bathroom and comes with safety features that will
keep the whole family secure. Ideal for an update that you can do yourself, the showers
all have the GROHE FastFixation system with adjustable upper bracket, so you can fit
your new shower to already existing holes – no noisy and disruptive drilling needed.
For the whole family GROHE Vitalio Joy showers are built with GROHE CoolTouch
technology, ensuring that the shower’s surface is never too hot to touch, eliminating
the risk of scalding. Added to its slim profile and more generous dimensions it’s clear
that GROHE Vitalio Joy is the perfect shower system to turn your bathroom into a
revitalising, comfortable space for everyone to enjoy.

VITALIO JOY 310
SYSTEM

GROHE
QUICKFIX

HEADSHOWER 310
GROHE
GRIP HANDLE

VITALIO JOY 110
MASSAGE
PRECISION
COOLTOUCH* THM
with METALGRIP handles

26 400 001
Vitalio Joy 310 CoolTouch
shower system

* not available for bath/shower systems

VITALIO JOY 260
SYSTEM
Don’t wait a moment longer to upgrade your shower.
With GROHE Vitalio Joy shower systems you can update
your bathroom in no time, creating a more modern feel
that’s fit for the whole family, and an increased showering
area for greater comfort.
A smooth, swift installation is assured thanks to the
FastFixation system that uses existing drill holes to
minimise disruption and work. Fitting a Vitalio Joy
shower is also a safety upgrade, thanks to the GROHE
Precision CoolTouch thermostat, which ensures that
exterior surfaces are never too hot to touch, preventing
the risk of scalding. Control is via the MetalGrip handles,
designed with a wing shape on the rear for easy grip,
even with wet or soapy hands.
The Vitalio Rain Mono 310 head shower puts the
emphasis firmly on enjoyment. The generous dimensions
give you more room to move around and guarantee
great full-body coverage, with the soothing, gentle Rain
Spray the perfect way to wash away the stress of the
day. Or tailor your shower to your mood with three spray
options to choose from on the Vitalio Joy 110 Massage
hand shower, now with a cool, grey spray face. Switch
between the relaxing Rain, water-saving SmartRain
and the powerful, stress-busting Massage Spray. With
GROHE Vitalio Joy 310 everything is so easy that you can
just relax, and enjoy.

That sleek, safe, relaxing shower you’ve always wanted
is within easy reach – GROHE’s Vitalio Joy 260 shower
systems are perfect for modern bathrooms, and can be
installed in no time, and bring numerous benefits.
GROHE
QUICKFIX

VITALIO JOY 260
GROHE
PROGRIP HANDLE

VITALIO JOY 110
MASSAGE
PRECISION
COOLTOUCH* THM
with PROGRIP handles

27 296 003
Vitalio Joy 260 CoolTouch
shower system

* not available for bath/shower systems

Upgrading to a Vitalio Joy shower system is simple
thanks to the FastFixation system, using an adjustable
upper bracket for stress-free, effortless installation using
existing drill holes. The end result will transform your
bathroom into a safer, more relaxing space that the whole
family loves. The showers feature Precision CoolTouch
thermostat technology, keeping the thermostat´s body
surfaces safe to touch, so no danger of scalding. And
the ProGrip handles with textured surface ensure that the
shower temperature and volume is easy to control and
adjust, even with wet or soapy hands. The same design
detail makes the shower glider equally user-friendly.
Practicality is more than matched by enjoyment in the
Vitalio Joy 260. The large head shower offers a choice
of three sprays – the soothing Rain, the refreshing
SmartRain and a powerful Jet Spray, ideal for washing
hair free of shampoo. The Vitalio Joy 110 Massage hand
shower with a modern grey spray face also offers an
indulgent choice of sprays. Switch between relaxing
Rain, water-saving SmartRain and a powerful, pulsing
Massage Spray. Room to move, a wealth of options to
suit your mood, and the peace of mind that superior
safety features bring – with Vitalio Joy 260 your ideal
shower has never been more achievable.

VITALIO JOY 310 & 260
SHOWER SYSTEM

26 400 001
Vitalio Joy 310 CoolTouch
shower system with thermostat
hand shower with 3 sprays
450 mm shower arm
with 9.5 l/min. GROHE EcoJoy

27 298 003
Vitalio Joy 260 CoolTouch
shower system with thermostat
hand shower with 3 sprays
450 mm shower arm
with 9.5 l/min. GROHE EcoJoy

VITALIO JOY 260
BATH/SHOWER SYSTEM

26 209 002
Vitalio Joy 260 CoolTouch
shower system with thermostat
hand shower with 3 sprays
450 mm shower arm
160 mm centre distance for Sweden
with 9.5 l/min. GROHE EcoJoy
26 706 001
with DR brass for Finland
150 mm centre distance
without GROHE EcoJoy

26 362 LN1
Universal tray
for Vitalio Joy & Vitalio Start
shower systems

26 709 001
Vitalio Joy 260 CoolTouch
shower system with thermostat
hand shower with 3 sprays
450 mm shower arm
DR brass for Finland
with 9.5 l/min. GROHE EcoJoy
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